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This article describes a literature survey focused on published empirical measure-
ments of external flows over bodies of revolution that can be employed for verifica-
tion and validation of calculations of survey-class Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs) or other like bodies. The flow regime for a survey-class AUV is defined,
and a mathematically-optimal velocity results for these energy-limited vehicles. A
range-maximal hotel load is one of the inferences. Cavitation is shown not to affect
this type of AUV. A table of vital statistics of contemporary survey-class AUVs is
provided.
Nomenclature
V¯ overbar V denotes time-averaged quantity m/s
∆ Displacement kg
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 Surface finish m
∞ Subscript used to signify freestream value –
µ Dynamic viscosity of fluid Pa·s
φ Vehicle diameter m
Re Reynolds number –
ρ Fluid density kg/m3
Θ Temperature ◦C
d Distance (or range) m
E Energy J, kg·m2/s2
F Force N
FR Force of Resistance N
g Acceleration due to gravity m/s2
h Static head m
L Vehicle length m
O Hotel load W, kg·m2/s3
P Power W, kg·m2/s3
p Pressure N/m2, dbar
p∞ Static freestream pressure N/m2, dbar
pc Cavitation pressure N/m
2
q Dynamic head m
S Surface area m2
t Time s
V Vehicle velocity m/s
v Lower case v denotes turbulent fluctuation m/s
VL Limit Velocity m/s
W Work J, kg·m2/s2
z Depth m
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I. Introduction
An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is limited by the quantum of energy
that it carries on board. Hydrocarbon fuels are impractical because of the hypoxic
environment. This problem is solved in military submersibles by one of two means: the
schnorkel, which allows an internal combustion engine to recharge electric batteries; and
the nuclear reactor, which allows undersea missions to span several months. A third
option is to conserve energy (thereby to increase range) through the reduction of fluid
dynamic drag.
Stevenson et al. [1] summarise the history and challenges of this last problem; their
paper focuses on the potential utility of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to predict
the flow about an AUV. The calculations that are generated with CFD tools are of little
relevance except if the CFD tool was calibrated by means of comparison with physical
experiments. This article documents a literature search performed so that a CFD tool
can be verified, validated and then calibrated with empirical results for external flows
about bodies of revolution.
The words ‘preparation’, ‘verification’, ‘validation’ and ‘documentation’ are given the
sense of §6.1 of the ITTC Resistance Committee [2, p. 42] recommended procedure for
verification and validation of CFD results. This four-stage procedure is repeated here for
clarity:
1. preparation: selection of the CFD code and specification of objectives, geometry,
conditions, and available benchmark information.
2. verification: assessment of numerical uncertainty, chiefly by means of grid con-
vergence studies.
3. validation: assessment of model uncertainty through benchmark experimental
data.
4. documentation: presentation of the CFD code; analysis of uncertainties; tabula-
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tion of results; management recommendations.
The word ‘calibration’ is defined in §4.3 of Ref. [3], on which the ITTC recommended
procedure is based. The reader is referred to the extensive literature [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]
and editorial statements [9, 10, 11] on this subject for background. An example of a
verification study can be found in the work of Zingg [12], while Gorski [13] and Ref. [2]
provide extensive lists of surface vessel validation cases.
There exist few electronic databases [14, 15] whose contents are intelligible for ap-
praisal purposes, and the cases consist of a wide range of flow conditions. The majority
are inapplicable to the regime of interest here. This regime is investigated in the next
section, which starts with a physical explanation of the optimal behaviour of survey-class
AUVs, and continues with a discussion of the dimensionless parameters employed to
characterise (experimental) external flows. These parameters are necessary to match a
mathematical model with experimental reality. Section III lists empirical studies which
met the availability, quality and regime criteria. The authors are unaware of any com-
prehensive list of publically available documents, either electronic or in print form, for
the regime of interest, hence this contribution. A discussion of the empirical literature
in §IV precedes a final summation in §V.
II. Regime of interest
The regime of interest here is the major part of the ocean, which covers 71% of the
Earth [16, p. 7], and which averages roughly 3,800m depth [17, p. 9]. Only 2% of the
depths exceed 6,000m [18], while 84% of the sea bottom exceeds 2,000m depth [16, p. 7].∗
The most readily controllable behaviour of an AUV is its velocity; this has a large
impact on the flow physics. An optimal velocity is derived in the next subsection. A
discussion of the Buckingham Pi theorem follows; its reduction of the number of variables
allows one to simplify the physics to a manageable level of complexity. The several
∗A depiction of depth versus cumulative coverage can be seen in an article by Menard and Smith [18].
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flow parameters combine to create a novel representation of the flow are treated in the
subsections that ensue.
2.1. Optimum Velocity
The range of an AUV is shown to be maximised at a definite velocity in what follow. This
mathematical result hitherto has been known to operators from practical experience but
has not been demonstrated algrebraically. This result not only shows why AUVs behave
as they do, it allows prediction of craft performance based on algebraic parameters. The
theory presented here is a significant technological maturation.
The force of resistance, FR, of a deeply submerged vehicle which makes no appreciable
waves is largely due to friction [19, §7.2], and is commonly held to be a function of vehicle
velocity, V , wetted surface of the vehicle, S, and fluid density, ρ, as follows:
FR ∝ ρSV 2 (1)
The geometry of the craft affects this algrabraic model through the wetted surface pa-
rameter.
The physical relationship between force, F , work, W , power, P , distance d and time
t, dictates that,
P ∝ W
t
≡ Fd
t
≡ FV (2)
the power required to propel a vehicle through a fluid be,
P ∝ FRV ∝ ρSV 3 (3)
proportional to the cube of its velocity. The defined relation between power and energy,
P = E/t, mandates that,
E ∝ ρSV 3t (4)
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or with the definition of t = d/V ,
E ∝ ρSV 2d (5)
The quantum of energy aboard a submersible is in some way limited by its volume, and
so Eq. 5 is subject to Pareto optimality [20, 21], as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), where d
is a function of V , for a two-dimensional task such as a seafloor survey. The costs of
subsistence, known in the field as “hotel load”, are not present in Eq. 5. Hotel load
here includes such items as navigational and attitude control and survey functionality.
The idealisation of a hotel-load free AUV thus is contrasted with a more realistic survey
vehicle, in which the cost of existence, O, is non-zero:
E ∝ ρSV 2d+O d
V
(6)
where the relation t = d/V has been employed again. The curve of Eq. 5 is seen in Fig. 1
to have an asymptote at zero velocity, while the curve of
d ∝ E
ρSV 2 + O/V
(7)
(also shown) has a definite optimal velocity, because the hotel load is a constant drain
regardless of activity. Success for a survey mission is measured in terms of the distance
covered. This occurs when the slope of the Pareto curve is zero:
dd
dV
= 0 = 2ρSV − O
V 2
(8)
that is, when
O = 2ρSV 3L (9)
where VL denotes the limit velocity. This result defines a ‘do-not-exceed’ hotel load for
AUV designers, once the geometry and a limit velocity have been fixed. Alternately, if the
hotel load does not fit the balance of Eq. 9, the system is run at a disadvantage. Survey-
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class AUVs are operated at relatively slow speeds because of these physics; this optimum
informs the remainder of the article. Static buoy elements like subsurface spherical or
streamline bodies operate [22, 23] in the same regime due to the existence of underwater
currents, which are measured on the order of 101 m/s.
The Breguet range equation for aircraft, as elaborated by Perkins and Hage [24,
Ch. 3], hinges on the non-negligible weight of the fuel. The present analysis is similar
to that found at p. 463† of Rawson and Tupper [25] in an empirical study of a surface
vessel. The commonality is that both water-borne analyses neglect the weight of fuel;
the weight of fuel is crucial to aircraft. This divergence at the start of the analysis allows
the conclusions to differ radically. The development of the hotel load here, subsequent to
Eq. 6, adds a maximal range to the analysis of Ref. [25]. The velocity of survey missions
with an actual vehicle (eg. NOCS Autosub 3) is approximately five knots, as is deducible
from Table 1, which lists several AUV devices and their vital statistics.
The sensitivity of Fig. 1 to the various terms in Eq. 9 is developed here by illustration:
Fig. 2 clarifies the effect of a ±10% modulation in resistance; the same modulation is
employed in Fig. 3 for the radius; and a ±20% distortion in hotel costs is illustrated in
Fig. 4. A 20% variation in hotel cost–for example, from more or less efficient electronics–
is seen to affect the range by roughly 10%. A variation by 10% in resistance makes no
appreciable difference in performance. A variation by 10% in frontal area (radius) makes
a difference of less than 5% in limit velocity.
2.2. Buckingham Π Theorem
The results of Wieselsberger [26, 27] indicate that the physics of resistance of similarly-
shaped objects are reduced to a single curve by means of the Reynolds number, Re,
which is calculated as the ratio
Re =
ρV L
µ
(10)
†§ on ‘Effect of Speed on Endurance’
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An experiment in one flow regime on a given geometry may be repeated with a suitably
Reynolds-number-scaled geometry in a different flow regime and yet relate to the same
spatial point in the reduced data field by means of this function. The objective here is to
determine the range of values of Reynolds numbers for real vehicles, so that the selection
of experimental results for use in tool appraisal can proceed.
The general postulate by which this objective is effected is known as the Buckingham
Pi (Π) theorem [28]. Certain products of variables allow one to reduce the number of
experimental variables and simultaneously to nondimensionalise them. The Π-group‡
technique is subtle: both Streeter and Wylie [29, p. 208] and White [30, p. 295] con-
tend that experience is needed to help determine which parameters are most useful in
dimensional analysis.
The non-dimensional coefficient of drag, CD, is written by Carlton [31, Eq. 12.6] for
surface vessels as:
CD ≡ FR
ρV 2S
= f(
ρV L
µ
,
V√
gL
,
V
a
,
σ
gρL2
§,
p− pc
1/2ρV 2
¶) (11)
He obtains by artifice and experience the result in Eq. 12.7 that
CD = f(
ρV L
µ
,
V√
gL
,
p− pc
1/2ρV 2
) (12)
and does not discuss freestream turbulence, v∞/V∞, or surface finish, denoted  (see
Moody [32]), both of which will be added to Eq. 12 in the discussion that follows, nor
appear to be aware of Ref. [33]. A brief discussion of Π-groups is facilitated with reference
to Table 2. The Weber number, σ/gρL2, and Mach number, V/a, have disappeared from
Eq. 12 because the surface tension, σ, would appear not to sway the physics of resistance
except at very large scales or for small models, and, for his application, the speed of
sound in water or air exceeds the vessel velocity by at least an order of magnitude.
‡The symbol Pi was employed by Buckingham because of its mathematical connotation as ‘product’.
§Streeter and Wylie, in contrast, have the denominator of the Weber number as ρV 2L.
¶Carlton has no fractional multiplier.
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AUV hydrodynamics is similar in some way to that of surface vehicles, with the
exception that the Froude number, V/
√
gL, would appear to be of little consequence,
as the purpose of the AUV is to be submerged. This observation is substantiated by
Todd [19, §7.2], and so the coefficient of drag would appear to be related to
CD = f(
ρV L
µ
,
p− pc
1/2ρV 2
,
v∞
V∞
,

φ
) (13)
four parameters, the second of which will be eliminated in the next subsection.
2.3. Cavitation
The phenomenon of cavitation is caused by the phase transition of water from the liquid
state to the gaseous state, and occurs in the regime of interest when the local pressure
decreases to the vapour pressure, for example on the suction side of a hydrofoil. This is
depicted on a thermodynamic phase diagram in Fig. 5, which has an ordinate scale in
decibars designed so that unit decrements are approximately equal to metres depth. The
approximation for the saturation vapour pressure of water, pc, employed in Fig. 5 is that
of Magnus and Tetens, as reported by Murray in his Eq. 5 [34]:
log pc =
7.5Θ
Θ + 237.3
+ 0.7858 (14)
The strong dependence of saturation pressure on temperature, Θ, exhibited in Fig. 5
begs the question of a temperature profile in the ocean. Ridgway [35] has gathered several
series of empirical data for his compilation of ‘Temperature and Salinity of Sea Water
at the Ocean Floor in the New Zealand Region’. His Fig. 2 indicates that, below 500m,
the measured temperature did not exceed 10◦C. Pickard describes [16, p. 29] the mean
temperature of the world ocean as 3.5◦C, and states [16, p. 29] that three fourths of the
total volume of ocean water measures between 0◦C and 6◦C.
The summary written by Rouse [36, §23] provides more detail on the physics. When
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the hydraulic head,
h = z +
p
ρg
(15)
balances the dynamic head,
q =
V 2
2g
(16)
the fluid may cavitate. Calculation shows that a vehicle which travels at 500 metre depth
will be subject to cavitation if the local velocity at the suction peak exceeds 50m/s.
Cavitation at 10 metre depth may be experienced by a vehicle whose local suction peak
velocity reaches 10m/s. This balance, which is portrayed in Fig. 6, demonstrates that a
designer of a survey-class AUV, whose optimal velocity does not exceed one-fifth of the
cavitation velocity‖ at 10m, need not be concerned with cavitation. One may consider
that at the maximum-lift suction peak of the NACA 4412 airfoil, Coles and Wadcock [37]
measured a coefficient of pressure factor of only six; it is expected that the geometries that
are studied here will not exceed a suction peak of three due to their three-dimensionality
and need to be horizontally symmetrical. Note should be made that the cavitation will
appear only in high-lift manoeuvres like maximum-rate dives. A worked example is listed
as Algorithm 1.
2.4. Freestream Turbulence and Environmental Noise
A region of flow can be characterized as ‘turbulent’ if adjacent velocities differ in direction
and magnitude. The flow is ‘laminar’ if an absence of turbulence is noted, that is, if the
flow is regular or somehow smooth. The several extensive variables may be employed as
measures of turbulence; this study focusses on velocity. It is common to separate velocity
into a ‘mean’ flow, ~U , and a (smaller) fluctuation, ~u′, so that
V = V¯ + v (17)
‖based on typical data in Table 1 i.e. five knots
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A typical measure of turbulence in a stream is the ratio
Tuo =
v
V¯
(18)
which may [38] or may not [39] be labelled as Tu; denoted here with a subscript zero to in-
dicate its provenance in the freestream. Ashill et al. [40] require of professional laboratory
wind tunnel work that the freestream air velocity have less than 0.1% fluctuation; this is
extremely laminar flow, and renders the experiments repeatable. Barker [39] presented
a water tunnel and jet that measured Tuo = 0.07%. Matsubara and Alfredsson [41],
by contrast, desired to impart 1% < Tuo < 7% for their study in air of spontaneous
laminar-to-turbulent transition; a similar study was performed by Mans et al. [42] with a
grille that caused downstream Tu = 6.7% in water. Haines [43] remarks that, in several
extensive studies of compressible air wind tunnels, it was difficult to decouple the ef-
fects of audible environmental noise or sound∗∗ and background turbulence on transition.
Thole et al. [38, 44] cited a need of 10% < Tuo < 20% to model gas turbine flows.
The value taken by Tuo may be significant to computational accuracy, as it is to
experiment. Dryden and Kuethe [45] proved that freestream turbulence had a significant
effect for measurements on spheres and on streamline bodies. Zarin [46] concluded††
that he found higher-than-normal drag values for his experiment on a sphere because
his apparatus generated elevated levels of freestream turbulence. Bailey and Hiatt [48,
p. 13] have found inconsistencies in the literature; they cite Zarin [46] and Sivier [49],
who experimented with Tuo = 8%, to support the hypothesis that increased freestream
turbulence leads to increased drag values, but the work of Ingebo [50], whose tests were
run with a freestream turbulence level of Tuo = 2%, led Probstein and Fassio [51] to
reach the opposite conclusion.
It is important to define what is meant by turbulence. Oceanographers recognize
various scales of turbulence, but their definitions of turbulence differ somewhat from
∗∗Oceanic possibilities include anthropogenic noise, animal vocalisations or chirps and the like.
††See Bailey and Hiatt [47].
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those of engineers like Dryden and Kuethe [52], who tend to relate to the human-scaled.
Nihoul [53] lists macroscale, mesoscale and microscale as modifiers of the noun turbulence;
his definitions of these modifiers can be found here repeated in Table 5. The engineer
might be surprised at these definitions, and might add a fourth, and smaller, range.
Nihoul [53] writes that
. . . the ocean can be divided into three layers: (i) an upper mixed layer
with a thickness ≈ 102m which is continuously filled with turbulence gener-
ated by atmospheric factors . . . , (ii) an internal layer (practically the entire
thickness of the ocean) in which only intermittent turbulence appears in the
form of isolated patches or “blinis”, (iii) a turbulent bottom layer with a
thickness ≈10m which is presumably similar to the atmospheric boundary
layer.
This passage mirrors that of Monin et al. [54] in their more mathematically-thorough
treatment. The empiricist Osborn [55] would appear to agree. It is worthwhile to note,
as Thorpe [56] does in his annual review, that turbulent fluxes only are modelled by
oceanographers, so vector data are fewer than intensive data.
The instruments employed 25 or more years ago might prejudice the contemporary
results. Dillon et al. [57] provide an excellent review of oceanographic instruments, both
free-fall and towed, able to measure turbulence at the microscale. Again, a question
about the measurements arises through the use of the compound noun “microscale”.
Briscoe [58] in 1975 seemed to measure “fine scale” in cycles per hour. Sanford [59]
measured “finescale” vorticity at frequency 20Hz, and so this term has no specificity.
Van Haren [60] in 2009 sampled with state-of-the-art thermometer technology at 1Hz,
with a response time of 0.25s. Gargett and Schmitt [61] towed a 100Hz sensor to a depth
of 500m.
Dhanak and Holappa [62] mounted a five-instrument package that included a Pitot
tube on the nose of an AUV; unfortunately their vehicle did not exceed a depth of 10m.
Osborn and Lueck [63] measured turbulence with a manned submarine to a depth of
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100m. Thorpe et al. [64] employed an AUV to correlate cloud motion with measurements
of turbulence; their experiments necessarily involved the near-surface layer. Voulgaris et
al. [65] mapped with the same AUV the boundary layer above a sand bed whose depth
did not exceed 40m.
Field trials at the (Esquimalt) Pacific Naval Laboratory of platinum hot-wire anemom-
etry were reported in 1958 by Patterson [66]. He discusses prior measurement technologies
and concludes that platinum is the best means to avoid filament burnout, but the device
was sensitive to be fouled by biological matter. Grant et al. [67, 68], in the same loca-
tion, bonded a platinum film onto a glass needle and were able to confirm the turbulent
spectrum of Kolmogorov [69].
The 40th anniversary of the 1959 Grant et al.article in ‘Nature’ enabled to occur a
celebration in print of the Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic Technology that gathered
reports of velocity measurement technologies for the oceanic field [70, 62, 71, 72, 59, 73].
The frequency response for the probe of Grant et al. [68] was flat up to 500Hz; Stewart
and Grant [70] remember electronics that could measure ‘about 1kHz’. It is unclear
that any subsequent improvements were made to this platinum thin-film technology [71],
however, in the regime of interest here, a freestream turbulence level of Tuo = 5% to a
mean flow of 2 m/s would have velocity fluctuations near 0.1 m/s. Measurement of this
type is well within the range of the electronics. As noted above, turbulence measurements
in the deep sea at the necessary scale may not be available, and so the 1% < Tuo < 5%
is an estimate.
2.5. Locally-Generated Turbulence
The Reynolds number, which spans ten decades, is a good predictor of the extent of lami-
narity in the flow; the majority of flows are laminar where it is low, whereas the majority
of flows are turbulent where it is great. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow is
the subject of many researchers, both theoretical and empirical. A detailed treatment of
the subject can be found in Durbin and Wu [74] and Eckhardt et al. [75], and is beyond
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the scope of this article.
Transition can be initiated in several fashions: precipitately in a freestream flow, as
detailed above [41, 42]; as detailed by Hoerner [76] and controlled by Maestrello [77]
through noise or sound; or by surface roughness. The first two categories have been
treated above, while the last was brought to attention by Moody [32], who charted the
‘friction factor’ of pipe flow. A large effect can be seen in the two photographs of a
bowling ball in White [30, p. 481] or Streeter and Wylie [29, p. 278]: the only difference
between the two spheres is that a small patch of sandpaper has been attached to the
stagnation point in the flow. This patch causes a transition from laminar to turbulent
flow in the boundary layer and this transition causes an unmistakable change in the
downstream flow. The surface patch of rough material is known as a ‘trip’. Hoerner [76]
compiles information on several experiments of the effect on drag of surface roughness.
The presence or absence of boundary layer trips in experimental work is relevant to
the CFD model. The CFD operator can either specify the source term location in the
turbulence model, or represent the geometry to a millimetrically-accurate level [78], if
the trips are present. The task of the operator becomes much less certain if the boundary
layer trips are absent from the experiment report, for then the model might not reflect
the experimental physics with accuracy. Nakayama and Patel [79] presented illustrative
results of so-called ‘free’ transition in 1974. They described a comparative test of four
turbulence models for several bodies of revolution, reprinted here as Table V. It can be
seen that the four turbulence models:
1. significantly overpredicted the location of transition, except in one instance;
2. significantly underpredicted the drag, except in the accurate transition instance;
3. made a 15% error in drag even when they located transition with fair accuracy;
4. were inconsistently reliable in the magnitude of the errors between themselves.
Boundary layer transition remains an area of active research even today. The results
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of Freeman in this case may be said to show for the same geometry a variation of drag
coefficient near 10% between wind tunnels.
2.6. Other Physics
The density of seawater and the dynamic viscosity are Reynolds number parameters listed
in Table 4 for depths of zero and 4,000m. Both of these physical quantities can vary with
salinity, temperature and depth. The variation of ocean salinity can be discounted, since
the WOCE survey [80] reports an approximate value of 34.5 ± 0.5 along the range of
a 150◦ of latitude survey at 150◦W longitude. Similar results are expected elsewhere.
The density of sea water with 35g/kg salinity content is listed as Table 6 for a range
of temperature values. The pressure variation for this synthetic substance is listed as
Table 7. The dynamic viscosity of seawater, along with various other parameters, is
listed in Table 8. The tabular data presented in this paragraph is found in Ref. [81,
§2.7.9]. The employment of synthetic seawater with surficial values for CFD calculations
seems justified since the Reynolds number for the flows of interest here is seen to vary
little with the external environment.
III. Survey of Empirical Data
Table 1, which has been collected from various sources, allows calculation of the
Reynolds number in Table 4, based on vehicle length and velocity and the assumption
of a cylindrical body. The density values of Table 7, and the dynamic viscosity of water
at 0◦C from Table 8 also factor in to Eq. 10. The cluster of Reynolds numbers of a few
several million for these tangible vehicles indicates a range of values that is sought for
this preparation study, the idea of which is to calculate known flows and compare these
results with the empirical.
The literature surveyed below is focused, therefore, on empirical studies of external
flows at Reynolds numbers of around one million. Each subsection below from §1 cor-
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responds to a section in Table 9, which lists the salient data for the experimental flows.
Care has been taken to list the principal author of the experimental study, and where
available, the Reynolds number range, the basis for the Reynolds number, the presence
or absence of boundary layer trips, the freestream turbulence level in percent freestream
velocity and the material used for the physical model. The final column lists a key to the
data contained in the experimental summary; the key list is located in the Table caption.
This survey will be succeeded by a discussion of its results in §IV.
3.1. Ellipsoid
Ellipsoids are produced by a generalisation of the equation of a sphere to three indepen-
dent axes [82, §11.6]:
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
+
z2
c2
= 1 (19)
The sphere has constants a = b = c, and the prolate spheroid has b = c. Shapiro [83,
Ch. 13] tells of how the ellipsoid alone was amenable to theoretical calculations in three
dimensions before the advent of digital technology.
1. Sphere
Brown and Lawler [84] evaluate 480 data from 16 reports of sphere resistance in the
laminar regime, from which the results of Bacon and Reid [85] and Fage [86] are no-
tably absent. Brown and Lawler [84] reject graphical in favour of tabular data, thus
the results of Wieselsberger [27], among others, are omitted from their study. It is un-
clear why the extensive tabular data of Bailey and Hiatt [48] appear to be excluded
from their study. Spheres in the turbulent regime have been studied by Bailey and Hi-
att [48], Achenbach [87] and Fage [86], whose data were employed by Cebeci and Smith
for their extensive computational study [88]. Clift et al. [89] may be the most extensive
summary of data on the sphere, which includes at page 112 correlational recommen-
dations for Reynolds numbers over one million, derived exclusively from the results of
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Achenbach [87]‡‡because his 40-bar wind tunnel allowed high pressures to be paired with
low velocities so as not to exceed Mach 0.05. To perform these measurements in an
atmospheric pressure wind tunnel would require an apparatus of gigantic proportions if
compressible effects were to be avoided. This range is unreported in the work of Brown
and Lawler [84], whose focus is exclusively on laminar flows.
2. Prolate Spheroid
A drag curve, similar to that for cylinders and spheres, was first plotted for 4:1 prolate
spheroids by Robertson and Clark [90]. They found that, over the laminar range, the
prolate drag was roughly one-tenth of the sphere drag. Judd et al. [91] tested models
with ratios 4:1, 5:1 and 8:1 for drag, and found increased drag coefficients for the slimmer
models for Reynolds numbers around one million. Unfortunately, neither Robertson and
Clark [90] nor Judd et al. [91] thought fit to provide tabular data.
Matthews [92] experimented on 6:1 and 10:1 aspect ratio prolate spheroids, however
the results are presented graphically, and the focus is on the transonic regime. The lowest
Mach number tested was 0.3, which borders on the compressible regime. Matthews [92]
did test as well a bumped prolate spheroid.
The 6:1 prolate spheroid is common in the literature. Chevray [93], whose flow was
fixed at Reynolds 2.75 million, was interested in the wake region, and presented his results
graphically with gridlines. He measured independently the axial and radial turbulence
intensity in the wake, and found them to be near Tux = 5%, here subscripted with an
‘x’ to indicate the location near to or abaft the model. He unfortunately made no note
of the freestream turbulence, Tuo, of his apparatus. Cramer [94] found evidence of self-
similar velocity profiles in the Chevray data. Patel et al. [95] modified the tail region
of the Chevray model; the source tabular data for the results they present graphically
is to be made available upon application to the authors. They found values of Tux
near 8% at 0.662 L, which diminished to 6% at 0.99 L. Costis et al. [96] photographed
‡‡As is stated at page 113 of Ref. [89].
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the laminar separation over a 4:1 prolate spheroid in water at a variety of angles of
incidence. Kreplin [97], Wetzel [98, 99, 100] and Chesnakas and Simpson [101, 102] have
made their very thorough data sets for a 6:1 prolate spheroid available electronically to
the public, at [14], [103] and [15], respectively. Wu and Shiue [104] present results for
tank tests of a one-metre long prolate spheroid with heater. It is possible to reduce
drag by approximately 10% with an investment, for their model, of 10kW of heat. This
exceeds the power necessary to propel the 8600kg displacement ISE Theseus!
3.2. Streamline
Several streamline bodies of revolution were tested by Abbott [105, 106]. The word
‘streamline’ is employed here, as in Ref. [105], to differentiate from the simple geomet-
rical shapes of the sections precedent, and is not to be confused with the potential flow
solutions of the Laplace equation.
Zahm et al. [107] measured the drag of the ‘C’-class airship hull with varying length
of cylindric midships. The physical effects of fineness ratio on the ‘C’-class geometry
were measured by Zahm et al. [108]. They report both graphically and in tables; this is a
boon to later readers of the report, because the numbers used to generate the figures are
not subject to misinterpretation and measurement error, as they would if the information
were only presented graphically.
‘Reichardt’ bodies [109] have had a significant impact on the literature because, in
potential theory, of their attached flow. Gross and Pfenninger [110] in 1963 went so far as
to experiment on a Reichardt body but found that flow over the physical Reichardt body
required boundary layer suction in order to remain attached; boundary layer suction is
not countenanced in the inviscid mathematics of Reichardt.
Lyon performed experiments on four airship models [111, 112], which were gener-
ated by a fifth-order power series. The first two Lyon models were 35¨long and had a
maximum diameter of 7¨ [111], while the last two were double-scaled copies of the ear-
lier models [112]. Other relevant data are listed in Table 1 of the earlier Lyon report.
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The later Lyon experiment was the subject of a computational study by Nakayama and
Patel [79].
Gertler [113] tested 24 streamline bodies of revolution, which can be generated from
a sixth-order power series function. Graphical results are presented for drag and effective
horsepower requirements at full-scale are calculated for velocities from 4kn to 30kn.
Huang et al. [114] measured pressures and velocities about two bodies of revolution,
one with a fine convex stern and the other with a full convex stern. Their report is very
complete, as they report both graphical and tabular information, as well as freestream
turbulence intensity of 0.1%. Geometry (offset) data are included in tabular form, as
well as turbulence intensity, which was similar to that–mentioned above–measured by
Chevray [93] and Patel and Chen [95].
Huggins and Packwood [115] performed a number of wind-tunnel tests on a body
designed to have laminar flow throughout its length (both without and with appendages).
The equations of this streamline body are found in Packwood and Huggins [116]. The
body is split into two sections at x/L = 0.8. The experimental flow separated in the
forebody at x/L = 0.7. This forebody shape was generated by the equations of Parsons
et al. [117], who employed another set of eight constants. The two groups do not share
a similar afterbody equation. Smith et al. [118], who note that sacrifices–in volume or
logistics–must be made in order to streamline the tail, would have a much shorter tail
for their optimum vehicle than Parsons and Huggins. Smith et al., like Parsons et al.,
did not test their vehicle.
Ward [119], Hosder [120], Hammache et al. [121] and Bridges et al. [122] all provide
“sail off” data for model submarines. Hammache et al. [121] experiment on a range of
afterbodies. Joubert et al. [123] report results for two bodies of revolution. Hoang et
al. [124] tested a cylinder with a hemispherical nose at various incidences from 0 to 30,
but the data in their article is limited to high angles of attack. Patel and Baek [125]
provide data at incidence for a hemispheric-nosed, prolate-bodied model. A prolate-
nosed, cylindrical bodied, truncated-tail model was tested at incidence by Barberis and
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Molton [126]; their bibliography lists several unpublished French reports. Self-propulsion
interested Schetz and Jakubowski [127], who list several foreign-language studies.
3.3. With Appendages
Abbott [128] experimented on two streamline bodies with particular emphasis on ap-
pendages. Zahm et al. [129] performed a resistance experiment with a model of the
airship Shenandoah with several sets of appendages. They again report their results
both graphically and in tables.
Two NACA reports [130, 131] were written by Freeman. Several scale models of the
U.S. airship Akron were employed. Nakayama and Patel [79] compared their compu-
tational results with the experiment of Freeman [131, p. 596], who documents the 15%
difference in drag measurements between a 1/40-scale wooden model and two smaller-scale
models, a 1/200-scale wooden model and a 1/250-scale metal model, of identical geometry.
The experimentalist somewhat unconvincingly discounts the smaller-scale model results
because of the apparati and test procedures.
Ward and Wilson [132] describe the behaviour of a one-metre long model of a subma-
rine. The thesis of Ward [119] has a more detailed treatment and includes geometrical
and tabular experimental data. Reference [132] contains a summary of published work
in UK submarine research. Hosder [120], whose electronic data on both steady and un-
steady flows is housed by Simpson [103], and Bridges et al. [122] present geometrical
and experimental data for submarine flows, as well as reviews of recent American work.
The DARPA SUBOFF geometry of Groves et al. [133] is notable because it has spawned
numerous studies both experimental (as Ref. [120]) and computational.
3.4. Reflex Hulls
So-called ‘reflex’ models are representations of surface ship hulls, reflected in the waterline
to form a convex water-tight surface that can be employed in a wind tunnel. Certain
AUV forms are reflex bodies, for example the Sea Otter family reported in Table 1.
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Cases in the experimental literature include the Lucy Ashton [134], the B.S.R.A. 0.80 Cb
Series [135], or the Wigley hull [136]. These hulls have been tested extensively by the
community of naval architects. Representative results for each can be found in Joubert
and Matheson [137], Matheson and Joubert [138], and Patel and Sarda [136]. Matheson
and Joubert [139] proved with Lucy Ashton models that there is no simple analogy which
permits the flow about a body of revolution to be compared analytically to the flow about
a similar reflex hull. Additional references on reflex hull models can be found in Ref. [13]
and most of the publications of the Resistance Committee of the ITTC.
3.5. Reynolds Number
Table 9 lists the Reynolds number extrema of the experiments discussed above. These
can be compared with the Reynolds numbers for the full-scale reality in Table 4. Some
experimental reports formed the Reynolds numbers on a basis other than length; in
these cases, the data presented here were adjusted. Those experiments which made no
mention of Reynolds numbers were the subjects of calculation by the present authors.
The vehicles with which this study is concerned operate in the Reynolds number range
of several million, as shown in Table 4. This operational range is bracketed by the
experimental reports listed here.
IV. Discussion of Empirical Literature
The most extensive and numerous empirical data for external flows found in the
literature survey was for the sphere. The data has the advantage that it has been tested
by various researchers, in various locations and decades. The flow is repeatable and
has well-known features. This marks it as useful for the third stage validation study of
the ITTC recommended procedure [2]. The flow about the sphere is unfortunately very
complex, and features unsteady vortices.
There is a difference between coarse measurements such as lift, drag or moment,
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and finer measurements such as velocity (vector) or pressure (field). The tabulated
measurements of the sphere tend to be coarse. Fage [86] produced data for pressure, but
only in a narrow range of laminar-turbulent transition. The purpose of validation is to
feedback errors to the researcher, with which s/he can amend the computation. Coarse
measurements provide an inadequate source of feedback.
The research done at Virginia Tech on the prolate spheroid (Refs. [98, 99, 100, 101,
102]) is very extensive, and vector and field measurements are available electronically.
It is unfortunate that none of these studies has zero-incidence data. The aim of the
meticulous researcher in stages two and three of an ITTC development process should be
to move from simple flows to complex flows. What is needed here is a fine measurement,
and to complexify the object of measurement is to cloud the sources of inaccuracy or
error. The Virginia Tech research and that done by Kreplin [97] or Patel [95] for the
same geometry is, with this criterion, a second choice, because they chose not to report
zero angle of incidence data. The Chevray [140, 93] data of vector and field data for a
prolate at zero incidence would be more useful had he presented it in a tabulated form.
It is less useful as a means to calibrate a CFD tool because it is in graphical form.
The work of Huang et al. [114], of the streamlined bodies, stands out for its detail
and completeness. The authors present very thorough tabulations of experimental data
gathered at zero incidence. This work is a boon to the CFD community because its 10
pages of tabulated data should allow the CFD researcher to diagnose the errors produced
by the CFD program. The research of Lyon [111, 112] lacks turbulence measurements
because of its age, but is similarly thorough. The Lyon research can be employed to test
boundary layer transition models, as the experiment included no boundary layer trips.
The research in which Patel was involved must be noted here. His policy seems to have
been to publish only figures, and to tabulate the data in separate unpublished internal
reports of his institution. His internal reports seem to have been scanned into electronic
format, and the present authors were pleased to obtain one such report. His work is of
similar quality to that of Ref. [114].
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The measurements for the thesis of Hosder [120] are so extensive that they are un-
available in tabular form. Data for hulls with appendages suitable to be included in an
ITTC study can be found in the two reports by Freeman [130, 131] as well as the thesis
of Ward [119].
The reflex hull section, §3.4, was added for completeness, because of the existence of
industrial AUVs of this form, and has no claims to be exhaustive. Of the three listed
studies in Table 9, Patel and Sarda [136] are likely to provide the tabulated data from
which their figures were drawn, as noted above.
The wind tunnel laboratory studies of Chevray, Patel and Chen and Huang et al.
seem to suggest that with turbulence intensity of Tuo = 0.1%, Tux ≈ 4 − 8% can be
considered normal. Grant et al. seem to suggest that Tuo ≈ 1 − 5% is normal in the
oceanic environment. It remains to be seen how the much larger level of freestream
turbulence affects the locally-generated, or body-induced, turbulence level.
V. Conclusion
A description of energy-limited survey AUVs has led to a mathematical result which
maximises range as a function of velocity. The present result and the Breguet equations
of aeronautics∗ are derived in a different fashion. The present result is complementary to
those of Rawson and Tupper [25], who wrote about empirical results for surface vessels.
The regime of flow about survey-class AUVs has been described. Cavitation is shown
not to be a concern for designers of survey-class AUVs, and the sensitivity of the flow in
this regime to temperature and pressure is shown to be insignificant.
A list of publically-available experimental results has been reviewed, categorised and
tabulated by Reynolds number, presence or absence of boundary-layer transition aids,
freestream turbulence, material of model, and type of data. The vehicles with which this
study is concerned operate in the Reynolds number range of several million. This oper-
∗as seen for example in Ref. [24].
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ational range is bracketed by the experimental reports reviewed herein. This document
is a thorough review of publically-available experimental literature which can serve to
appraise an external flow hydrodynamic CFD tool.
Recommendations have been made for the verification and validation studies neces-
sary for AUV CFD to gain status as a tool. The empirical study of Huang was found
to be the most appropriate study–of 48 that are tabulated here–for this purpose because
of its completeness, its simple geometry and relatively uncomplex flow. The two studies
of Lyon can be employed to gauge boundary layer transition models, as the experiment
employed no boundary layer trips. The authors failed to find tabulated data for a 6:1
ratio prolate spheroid at zero angle of incidence.
The first stage of the ITTC Resistance Committee recommended procedure to estab-
lish the credibility of CFD has been followed for this particular set of conditions. The
second, third and fourth stages–verification, validation and documentation–remain to be
addressed.
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Name/Type Range Speed Depth Power Fuel L φ ∆
Bluefin 9 12h 5kn 200m 1.5kWh Li-poly 1.65 0.24m
Hafmynd Gavia 30h 6kn 500m 1kWh Li-ion 1.70m 0.2m
Hyrdroid Remus 100 8h 5kn 100m 1kWh Li-ion 1.6m 0.2m
Asterx 100km 5kn 3000m 4.5m
Autosub 3 500km 4kn 1600m 5160 D-cell 7m 0.9m
Autosub6000 180km 2.7kn 6000m 4.5kWh Li-poly 5.5m 2800kg
ARCS 10h 4kn 300m 2.5hp 20kWh Ni-Cad 6.4m 0.7m 1360kg
Bluefin 21 20h 3.5kn 3000m 3.3m 0.53
ISE Explorer 120km 3kn 5000m 24kWh Li-ion 6.0m 0.7m
HUGIN 1000 24h 4kn 1000m 15kWh Li-poly 0.75m
HUGIN 3000 60h 4kn 3000m 45kWh Al-Ox 5.35m 1m
SeaOtter MkI 7h 3kn 600m Pb-Acid 4.5m 1.2m
SeaOtter MkII 24h 4kn 600m Li-poly 3.45m 0.96m
ISE Theseus 1360km 4kn 2000m 6hp 600kWh Li-ion 10.7m 1.3m 8600kg
Table 1. Index of statistics for some commercial and research craft. Speed is expressed in
knots (1kn=0.514m/s=1.1508mi/h).
Term Π group force ratio Reference
1 Reynolds inertial/viscous Blanco [141, Ch. 2]
2 Froude inertial/gravitational Carlton [31, §12.2]
3 Mach inertial/elastic Blanco [141, Ch. 2]
4 Weber inertial/cohesive Drew [142]
5 Cavitation vapour/dynamic Rouse [36, §23]
Table 2. Dimensionless Π-group parameters for coefficient of drag in Eq. 11.
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transition, Cd
Researcher Re, mat’l measured Michel Granville van Driest Crabtree
Freeman [130] 17.3 0.06-0.07 0.552 0.272 0.252 0.262
Freeman [130] 17.3 0.06-0.07 0.552 0.272 0.252 0.262
Lyon A 2.0 0.5-0.7 0.592 0.632 0.632 0.612
Lyon B 2.0 0.25-0.35 0.652 0.722 0.732 0.722
Freeman [131] wood, 1/40 0.0190 0.0100 0.0161 0.0165 0.0163
Freeman [131] wood, 1/200 0.0209 0.0100 0.0161 0.0165 0.0163
Lyon A wood 0.0142 0.0135 0.0123 0.0123 0.0129
Lyon B wood 0.0236 0.0132 0.0113 0.0110 0.0113
Table 3. Retabulated comparison of turbulence data (Nakayama and Patel [79]). Note
present restatement of Freeman 1/200 model drag results, and that Reynolds numbers are
listed in millions.
Name/Type L, m V, m/s Re, 0 m Re, 4000 m
Bluefin 9 1.65 2.6 2.32 2.36
Hafmynd Gavia 1.70 3.1 2.87 2.92
Hyrdroid Remus 100 1.60 2.6 2.25 2.29
Asterx 4.50 2.6 6.33 6.44
Autosub 7.00 2.1 7.88 8.02
ARCS 6.40 2.1 7.20 7.33
Bluefin 21 3.30 1.8 3.25 3.31
ISE Explorer 6.00 1.5 5.06 5.15
HUGIN 1000 3.80 2.1 4.28 4.35
HUGIN 1000 6.00 2.1 6.75 6.87
HUGIN 3000 5.35 2.1 6.02 6.13
SeaOtter MkI 4.50 1.5 3.80 3.87
SeaOtter MkII 3.45 2.1 3.88 3.95
ISE Theseus 10.70 2.1 12.04 12.25
Table 4. Calculation of AUV Reynolds numbers (in million).
modifier Tmin Tmax
macro 7 days
meso 10 minutes 7 days
micro 10 minutes
Table 5. Definition by Nihoul of turbulent length scales.
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Θ, ◦C ρ, kg/m3
0 1028.10
5 1027.68
10 1026.96
15 1025.97
20 1024.75
Table 6. Temperature variation of sea water density at atmospheric pressure.
p, dbar ρ, kg/m3
0 1028.10
2000 1037.44
4000 1046.37
6000 1054.92
8000 1063.12
10000 1071.02
Table 7. Density of 35 g salt per kg of sea water at various pressures.
Property 0 ◦C 20 ◦C
Dynamic viscosity (Pa · s) 1.88 · 10−3 1.08 · 10−3
Kinematic viscosity (m2 · s−1) 1.83 · 10−6 1.05 · 10−6
Prandtl number (-) 13.4 7.2
Specific heat capacity (J · kg−1 ·K−1) 3985 3993
Velocity of sound (m · s−1) 1449 1522
Table 8. Various physical properties of seawater.
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Reference Re, low Re, high Re Trip? Tuo, % Material Key
[85] Bacon 0.035 0.496 L no ? polished maple fd
[86] Fage 0.110 0.424 L no ? polished gunmetal fp
[27] Wieselsberger 0.001 0.770 L no ? steel, copper, amber f
[45] Dryden . . no 0.5-2.3 ? f
[84] Brown 0.000 0.200 L no ? varies (compilation) fa
[89] Clift 0.000 6.000 L no ? varies (compilation) fa
[48] Bailey 0.000 0.200 L no ? nylon, steel fd
[87] Achenbach 0.050 6.0 L no 0.45 polished Al f
[143] Vlajinac 0.010 0.270 L no ? 16µin iron fd
[144] Roos 0.000 0.118 L no ? ? fd
[76] Hoerner 0.10 0.50 L no ? varies (compilation)
[90] Robertson 0.001 4.0 L no ? painted balsa fd
[91] Judd 0.2 1.1 L yes 0.07-0.25 iron f
[92] Matthews 2.700 3.950 L no ? ? of
[93] Chevray 2.75 -. L L/20 ? ? f
[95] Patel 1.30 -. L L/20 ? ? f!
[97] Kreplin 6.5 43.0 L L/5 0.1-0.8 ? fvp*
[98] Wetzel 4.2 -. L L/5 0.03 fibreglass fvt*
[101] Chesnakas 4.20 -. L L/5 0.03 fibreglass fvt*
[102] Chesnakas 4.20 -. L L/5 0.03 fibreglass fvt*
[104] Wu 0.72 1.23 L no ? copper fv
[105] Abbott 1.5 25.0 L no ? polished aluminum of
[106] Abbott 1.0 43.0 L no ? varnish’d mahogany of
[107] Zahm 0.44 2.75 L no ? varnish’d dry pine ofd
[108] Zahm 0.096 2.87 L no ? varnish’d lamin’d pine ofdp
[110] Gross 17.0 57.76 L no ? metal of
[45] Dryden . . no 0.5-2.3 ? ofdt
[111] Lyon 0.5 1.6 L no ? wood ofdp
[112] Lyon 1.0 3.2 L no ? wood o[111]fdpv
[113] Gertler 1.4 25.3 L L/20 ? enamel’d mahogany of
[114] Huang 6.4 -. L L/20 0.1 wood then fibreglass ofpvt
[115] Huggins 9.1 -. L L/20 1 fibreglass then steel o[116]f
[121] Hammache 0.2 -. L yes 0.1 stem ?, plastic tail f
[120] Hosder 5.5 -. L L/10 0.03 composite o[133]f
[122] Bridges 42.4 131.4 L no 0.5 ? of
[119] Ward 2.6 -. L no ? fibreglass ofp
[145] Ramaprian 2.0 -. L L/25 ? enamel’d lamin’d pine of!
[125] Patel 1.86 -. L L/25 ? see [145] o[145]f
[124] Hoang 2.9 -. ? ? ? machined Al of
[127] Schetz 0.62 -. φ no 0.1 ? f
[126] Barberis 5.6 -. ? no ? ? of
[123] Joubert 1.35 6.63 ? x=6in 0.8 ? of
[128] Abbott 1.33 33.0 L no ? polished aluminum ofd
[129] Zahm 0.80 2.52 L no ? varnish’d dry pine ofdlm
[130] Freeman 4.0 17.3 L no ? varnish’d wood o[131]fpv
continued on next page. . .
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Reference Re, low Re, high Re Trip? Tuo, % Material Key
[131] Freeman 4.0 17.3 L no ? varnish’d wood ofdlm
[131] Freeman 3.05 4.3 L no ? 2 wood, 1 steel ofd
[115] Huggins 9.1 -. L L/20 1 fibreglass then steel o[116]f
[132] Ward 2.6 -. L no ? fibreglass o[119]f
[119] Ward 2.6 -. L no ? fibreglass ofp
[120] Hosder 5.5 -. L L/10 0.03 composite o[133]f
[122] Bridges 41.9 112.5 L no 0.5 ? of
[137] Joubert 1.0 10.0 L x=6in 0.3 varnish’d pine ply o[134]f
[138] Matheson 1.0 7.0 L x=6in 0.3 varnish’d pine ply o[135]f
[136] Patel 4.5 -. L L/20 ? ? of
Table 9. Summary of experimental flow conditions; Reynolds numbers in millions. Key: a - algebraic curvefit
of drag; o - geometric offset data; f - figures; d - tabulated drag; l - tabulated lift; m - tabulated moment; p
- tabulated pressure; t - tabulated turbulence; v - tabulated velocity; * - electronic tabulation available; ! -
tabulation available from author.
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Figure 1. Energy-limited Pareto fronts for an AUV employed in an oceanographic survey
mission.
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Figure 2. Parameter study of resistance on idealised Pareto front.
Algorithm 1 The algorithm used to determine cavitation velocity.
1: Consider a vehicle which travels 10 metres deep at 5 m/s in water at 10◦C.
2: The static pressure is P∞ = 2bar or 200,000Pa.
3: The cavitation pressure is read from Fig. 5 as 0.1dbar, or 1,000Pa.
4: The density of water is 1025kg/m3.
5: The minimum pressure coefficient, Cp = p−p∞/ρV 2, occurs at high angles of attack.
6: The minimum pressure coefficient of a two-dimensional NACA 4412 airfoil has been
measured to be negative six.
7: The suction peak pressure is therefore 46,250Pa.
8: The suction peak pressure exceeds the cavitation pressure by a significant margin
and therefore cavitation may be considered inconsequential.
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Figure 3. Parameter study of frontal area on idealised Pareto front.
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Figure 4. Parameter study of hotel costs on Pareto front.
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Figure 5. Saturation vapour pressure of water as function of temperature, after Magnus
and Tetens [34].
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Figure 6. Cavitation velocity as a function of depth.
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